CLOCHE COUTURE

CLOCHE COUTURE is a registered trademark. Auctions containing this name will be removed through eBay's VeRo program. The name cannot be used in auction titles or descriptions with intent to bait or mislead bidders. Please email with any questions.

CLOCHE COUTURE is a member of the eBay VeRO Program and is the owner of trademarks and other intellectual property. CLOCHE COUTURE has a legal responsibility to enforce its trademarks and other intellectual property. Therefore, we provide this page to educate eBay users about auctions that infringe our trademarks and other intellectual property rights.

CLOCHE COUTURE has the exclusive right to use its marks and copyrighted works. CLOCHE COUTURE trademarks and service marks are protected under U.S. and international trademark laws. Photographic images and accompanying item descriptions appearing on authorized CLOCHE COUTURE's ebay listings and websites are protected by copyright laws. Misuse, or use without permission, of CLOCHE COUTURE's trademarks constitutes trademark infringement.

Unauthorized use of CLOCHE COUTURE's copyrighted material constitutes copyright infringement. The manufacture, distribution and sale of counterfeit goods constitute counterfeiting and is subject to criminal penalties. CLOCHE COUTURE will notify eBay of listings containing unauthorized uses of CLOCHE COUTURE's marks and copyrights, or of auction listings reasonably believed to offer infringing merchandise for sale.

COPYRIGHTS: All content that appears on CLOCHE COUTURE's listings, stores, advertisements or promotional materials, such as text, Web pages, e-mail communications, photography, images, graphics, video, audio clips, is protected by U.S. and international copyright laws and is the property of CLOCHE COUTURE or its content suppliers. Any use of CLOCHE COUTURE's content, including reproduction, modification, distribution, transmission, republication, or display without CLOCHE COUTURE's express written permission is strictly prohibited. CLOCHE COUTURE has not authorized any seller on eBay to use CLOCHE COUTURE text, images or other copyrighted content such as patterns and exclusive designs.

You may not use any CLOCHE COUTURE trademark, service mark, trade name or trade dress in any way that is likely to confuse consumers into thinking that you or your products or services are in any way affiliated or associated with, or approved, authorized, licensed, or sponsored by, CLOCHE COUTURE. If you are not selling a genuine CLOCHE COUTURE product, you may not use any CLOCHE COUTURE mark or name in the title of your auction or in the description of the product or in any connection with the sale of such product. Innocent intent does not eliminate liability under U.S. copyright or trademark laws. You have a responsibility to ensure that your actions do not violate intellectual property rights.